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ABSTRACT

The hunger for the restoration of the Hawaiian Kingdom has been a widespread
interest amongst the Native Hawaiians since the overthrow of the monarchy by an
oligarchy of American plantation owners residing in the kingdom. For sovereignty
activists, the United States is regarded as an occupier by force. Not much is known about
Hawai‛i’s history since it has been suppressed by colonialists. The arrival of American
missionaries and the illegal occupation of the United States prompted a loss of Native
Hawaiian history, culture, civic rights, and national identity. As a part of reconstructing
its legacy, this thesis relies on newspaper articles, the works of native activists, and travel
accounts to explore social, political, and economic events in the Sandwich Islands. It
analyzes scenes of native injury resulting from the Western world in the eighteenth to the
twenty-first century, which allowed the sovereignty movement and the sentiments against
the United States to flourish.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The conquest of the earth which mostly means the
taking it away from those who have a different
complexion or slightly flatter noses than ourselves,
is not a pretty thing when you look into it too much.
Joseph Conrad
On November 23, 1993, President William Jefferson Clinton signed Public Law
103-150, a document popularly known as the Apology Resolution amongst Hawai‛i’s1
indigenous population, the Kānaka Maoli2. The law is a formal apology from the United
States to the Kānaka Maoli, which acknowledged the theft of the Kingdom of Hawai‛i by
the United States. The law states, “the indigenous people never directly relinquished their
claims to their inherent sovereignty as a people or over their national lands to the United
States either through their monarchy or a plebiscite referendum” (USPL 103-150).
Although Public Law 103-150 apologizes for the United States involvement in the
illegal overthrow of the Hawaiian Monarchy, Hawai‛i is still under the blanket of the
United States. The Kānaka Maoli and their descendants are born as Americans rather
than Hawaiian citizens or Hawaiian nationals. While they are American citizens, their
narrative is not a part of United States. A feature of imperialistic culture usually fails to

1Many Native Hawaiians use proper grammar rules when writing out their language. They

use an ‛u‛ina or glottal stop. The glottal stop distinguishes the meaning or definition of same spelling
words such as a‛u (my) and au (thy). It is also used as part of Hawaiian speech. The ‛u‛ina is removed
when Hawaiian proper nouns are Americanized.
2 Modern-day Native Hawaiians collectively refer to themselves as Kānaka Maoli, the
Hawaiian word for Native Hawaiians.
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include or unreservedly reject the notion of adding the Hawaiian Islands in Western
history textbooks. An examination of a standard collegiate U.S. textbook reveals that
Hawai‛i appears only as a fraction with a sentence or two dedicated to the subject of
annexation and statehood.3 As a result, the Kānaka Maoli identity was diminished and
reduced to near antiquity. This diminished status is also a result of the numerous injuries-from political participation to economic disparity--they suffered and continued to endure
over the years (Discussed in Chapter 7). These injuries and the theft of their nation by the
United States are the sources of their belief that they are an occupied nation without a
history. These facts are “little known to most Americans and eight million people who
visit Hawai‛i each year” (Goodyear-Ka‛Ōpua, Hawai‛i 58).
The problem with an abrogated indigenous history is that public perception of
Hawai‛i stems from a prepackaged image that United States Mainland4 media, the State
of Hawai‛i’s Department of Tourism, and Hollywood has portrayed over the years.
Hawai‛i is known as a popular tourist destination boasting of pristine beaches, lū‛au
celebrations, and hula dancers dressed in grass skirts and coconut bikinis. Tourists
partake in the tropical festivities often without realizing the history and the native
adversity. These afflictions include homelessness and poverty caused by the astronomical

3The fifth version of the textbook, America’s History, Volume 1: Since 1865 written by authors
James Henretta, David Brody, Lynn Dumenil, and Susan Ware only mention a small fraction of the
history of Hawai‛i and it was restricted to the topic of annexation and statehood. While there are
some textbooks that include the Hawaiian Islands to an extent, most U.S. history textbook authors do
not include the resistance to overthrow, annexation, and statehood. These textbooks are discussion
and mentioned in the following section. The United States is an amalgamation of different cultures
and ethnic groups, not to include Hawai‛i's history means to erase the group of people
4In Hawai‛i, the contiguous forty-eight states are often referred to as the “Mainland.” This
term is capitalized since it is used as a proper noun in Hawai‛i.
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cost of housing, the lack of decent and high paying jobs, and the continued increase of the
cost of living without a significant rise in the rate of pay. Their culture and identity are
used by businesses to capitalize and maximize the number of visitors to the islands. Most
importantly, the grievous injury is the theft of their country and national identity by the
United States.
Everywhere in Hawai‛i, it might seem that native culture is flourishing, but it is
only a façade built by the tourist industry to capitalize on all things Hawaiian. If one can
look past the t-shirt stands, ABC stores, the scent of sunscreen mingled with ocean air,
and the traffic congestion in O‘ahu, glimpses of the beauty and the riches of the culture of
Hawai‘i along with the longing of her people for their independence, identity, and rights
might be realized. The late Israel Kamakawiwo‘ole, whose songs echo his people's
sentiments sang, “Cry for the gods, cry for the people, cry for the land that was taken
away, and then yet you'll find Hawai‘i” (Facing Future). In the outskirts of the islands
were tourists are advised not to venture, the real Hawai'i can be seen. Poverty, health
decline, unemployment, substance abuse, homelessness, and many other issues plague the
Kānaka Maoli. Despite the adversities they suffered, their ongoing hope is why this study
into Hawaiian history is crucial as it brings into focus the Kānaka Maoli narrative and
their continuing struggle to be freed American rule.
This is the central concern of the Kānaka Maoli as parts of their land are
continually carved up by foreigners and militarized by the United States. These types of
intruders change their landscape, causing the Hawaiian way of life to be obstructed,
diminished, and rendered obsolete. Examples of these intrusions include the construction
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of a Walmart on an ancient burial ground on the island of O‛ahu (Song 1) and the U.S.
Military bombing of Kaho‛olawe (Goodyear-Ka‛Ōpua, A Nation 93). Most recently,
Facebook creator, Mark Zuckerberg’s filing of hundreds of quiet title actions against
Kānaka Maoli who own kuleana5 lands around his estate and prevented them from
accessing their properties (Shimogawa). A “quiet title action” meant Zuckerberg asked a
State of Hawai‛i court judge to issue an order that declared him as the real owner and the
kuleana owners as the trespassers. Zuckerberg has since dropped his lawsuits against the
Kānaka Maoli.
This thesis examines the history of Hawai‛i during the late eighteenth to the
twenty-first century, emphasizing on her relationship with the settlers from the United
States. It will fill in the gaps of native history cast to oblivion by Western historians, and
the anti-American sentiment was brewing long before the overthrow of the monarchy.

Literature Review
Noenoe K. Silva, one of the key figures in the sovereignty movement and a
professor of Hawaiian studies at the University of Hawai‛i argued that “describing the
colonized ‘as peoples without a history’ and then rigorously keeping them out of history
books is what Ngugi wa Thiong‛o calls the colonizers establishment of metal control”
(139). Hawaiian history is consistently kept out of U.S. history and as a result, denies the
Kānaka Maoli their history and national identity. All too often when Hawai‛i is

5Kuleana

in Hawaiian means “right” or “ownership.” Kuleana Land Titles were passed by the
Hawaiian Kingdom in 1850, which granted Kānaka Maoli and their descendants the right to own the land
they cultivated.
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mentioned in a textbook, it is a small entry that chronicles labor workers, annexation, and
statehood. Hawai‛i’s situation with their narrative resembles that of the Hmong ethnic
group in California. According to the article published by the Sacramento Bee in July
2016, Hmong history is excluded in the rewrite of California’s history (Magagnini).
Alvin Wolf, the author of Minorities in History Textbooks argues that American history
books are presented in the point of view of the Anglo-Americans. He also claims that the
narratives of the minorities should be reported from their perspective (296).
The overthrow of the monarchy or the Kānaka Maoli’s opposition to their
nation’s incorporation into the United States was not documented. Textbooks such as
Frontiers. A Short History of the American West written by Robert Hine and John
Faragher which is used in college courses that discussed the American West, does not
mention the method of which Hawai‛i was acquired. It only provided a map of the United
States’ western expansion that included Hawai‛i’s annexation in 1898 (88) while it
offered the histories of other states and indigenous cultures of the Mainland. Eric Foner’s
textbook, Give Me Liberty! included Queen Lilu‛uokalani’s overthrow, but stated that
Hawai‛i was closely tied to the United States, which is not the case since the line of the
Kamehamehas who were in power from 1795 to 1874, openly despised the United States
and had strong allegiances to the United Kingdom. While there are some textbooks such
as The American Promise. A Compact History that devoted two full pages on Queen
Lili‛uokalani, the overthrow, and opposition to annexation, it failed to include that
annexation was done illegally in violation of international law (Roark 502; Hawaiian
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Kingdom.org). It meant, governments were not to interfere with internal affairs of
another sovereign nation.
Gavan Daws, a historian who specializes in the histories of the Pacific, wrote an
in-depth account of the Hawaiian Islands and barely acknowledges the Kānaka Maoli’s
opposition to United States control (Silva 11). Other journalists and historians follow in
this practice. Julia Flynn Siler, a journalist from San Francisco, wrote Lost Kingdom, a
Hawaiian history, in 2002. She begins her book on the ancient ways of the Kānaka Maoli
and depicts them as ingenious and resourceful people who continue to live in the stone
age (xxi). In the same fashion, she presents them as fierce, savage animals who reveled in
ritualized killing (xix). Her text maintains these type of themes, for example, the ali‛i
(chiefs) were only devoted to the sport of surfing while the maka‛āinana (commoners)
worked the fields (xxi). As her book progress through history, one reviewer notes, Siler
portrays the Kānaka Maoli as complicit in their fate or dispossession (Boyd 8). She also
focuses her book on the life and reign of Hawai‛i’s last monarch, Queen Lili‛uokalani.
Lost Kingdom paints a scenario of history as though the Kānaka Maoli simply bowed to
the superiority of the United States, accepted their colonized fate, and terminated their
fight in regaining their nation and their history. On the contrary, Kānaka Maoli history
does not stop after annexation or statehood nor were they complicit in how things stand
as evidenced by their continuous fight for sovereignty and making their history known.6

6Since

the anniversary of the overthrow of the Hawaiian Monarchy, the Kānaka Maoli have
been fighting to make their history known and gain independence from the United States through
protests and marches. In 2016, Splinter News reported that Kānaka Maoli delegates approved a
Native Constitution and declared sovereignty. However, the United States and the State of Hawai‛i
has yet to acknowledge this independence.
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Western historians’ omissions compel a different narrative, one with
countermeasures on the indigenous histories depicting them in the stereotypical view, as
backward and ignorant savages. This study of Hawaiian history aims to fill in the gaps of
the Kānaka Maoli’s rich historical and cultural past including their disdain for the United
States, starting with Cook’s arrival in 1778, to Hawai‛i’s admission into statehood in
1960. Undertones of their sentiments and resistance are apparent in the media, such as the
political talk show, So POPular! on MSNBC. In 2015, Janet Mock, a Kānaka Maoli
stated that Hollywood is “exoticizing Hawai‛i and erasing Native Hawaiian people [sic]”
(May 16, 2015). But not all celebrities are conscious of the problem; for example,
Jennifer Lawrence famously made comments about scratching her genitalia on sacred
Hawaiian rock on the Graham Norton Show in 2016 (CNN). These are among the
reasons why the Kānaka Maoli's sentiments against the United States exists. Unlike
Jennifer Lawrence, Dwayne “The Rock” Johnson, a Pacific Islander whose roots hail
from Samoa, performed a short skit on the Saturday Night Live television show that
chronicles the negative changes in Hawai‛i at the arrival of the Western world and the
ignorance of tourists (NBC, March 7, 2009). Drawing on the works of Kānaka Maoli
writers, historians, and activists such as Haunani-Kay Trask, Noenoe K. Silva, and
Noelani Goodyear-Ka‛Ōpua, a unique discourse emerges. Along with these accounts,
legal documents, historical events, and photographs will show Hawai‛i and her people did
not vanish into antiquity nor their Hawaiianess wholly diminished as a result of the
prolonged occupation of the United States. Instead, they will demonstrate a resilient
people fervently fighting for their history and independence.
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Methodology
This thesis examines the anti-American sentiment, dispossession, and the Kānaka
Maoli’s resistance to American colonialism through Hawai‛i’s history. It examines her
history and relationship with the haole7 (foreigners) in the kingdom era (ca. 1778-1892),
the injuries sustained over the course of a two-hundred-year contact and the future of
Hawai‛i’s history. Through this examination, primary documents, and data fill in
chronological gaps including the anti-American sentiment and indigenous history that
many Western historians have failed to include in their study of the Hawaiian narrative.
The examination is conducted in five major parts: Hawai‛i before Western contact, the
three periods of Hawaiian history during Western contact (1778-1898) and the United
States occupation (1898-present), and lastly, the future of Hawai‛i's as a nation and her
history.
To efficiently focus on the anti-American sentiment of the Kānaka Maoli as a
result of being omitted from history books and the prolonged illegal occupation and the
continued presence of the United States, Hawai‛i Rising will provide an insight as to who
the Kānaka Maoli were before the arrival of the Western world and who they are today.
In this study, who the Kānaka Maoli are in the past and present will demonstrate their
cultural values. It is here that the central theme of anti-Americanism through Hawai‛i’s

7This

term is not derogatory in nature nor did the Kānaka Maoli make the term into a negative
slur. This term was used to describe someone or something different or originated outside of Hawai‛i,
which was uncommon until the arrival of Captain Cook and the rest of the Western world. It is believed
that it was the Americans who turned it into a pejorative term.
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long forgotten history and the results of the decade-long occupation of outside forces will
become evident.
This research relies on period-appropriate legal documents, photographs, and
historical data from various Western and Kānaka Maoli historians as well as activists
who have researched and documented their stories. Perspectives on the anti-American
sentiment were gained through personal experiences in the islands between 1990 and
2016 while visiting friends and family. This empirical data is reinforced with social
media posts by the Hawaiian Sovereignty Movement and interviews compiled into a
volume by activists such as Noelani Goodyear-Ka‛Ōpua. They are a key to forming the
author’s insights on the history of the Hawaiian Islands, the anti-American sentiment, and
the failure of the United States government in producing restitution to the Kānaka Maoli,
other than issuing what many deemed an empty public apology.
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CHAPTER 2
IMPERIALIST CULTURE: OPPRESSION OF
A PEOPLE
Throughout history, countless Native Americans in the United States have been
forcibly removed from their lands to accommodate Euro-Americans. To discuss the
subject of the anti-American sentiment of the Kānaka Maoli, it is essential to understand
the culture and history of imperialism. It is evident in history that European nations
tended to be imperialistic. They engage in an aggressive expansionist policy strictly
motivated by economic, political, social, and religious needs. The question is, what
exactly is imperialism?
Imperialism cannot be defined in simple terms since it is composed of a series of
actions. Most dictionaries define the term as the policy of extending the power or
dominion of a nation. In most cases, the term requires an explanation. Since it is a set of
acts, the description must be the practice or policy of extending a nation's power through
the acquisition of another country, not by democracy, but by the threat of force and
violence. The extension of power was done on nations of whom the imperialist believed
to be inferior and possessed the resources they required or desired. Most often, the lands
conquered differ significantly in cultural and physical appearance. In the practice of
imperialism, almost always, the defeated nation was colonized with the indigenous
population suffering at the hands of the imperialist.
The patterns of imperialism and its effects on the indigenous cultures are
indistinguishable regardless of which nation implemented it. Governments turned a blind
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eye as they widened their borders. Spain expanded her territory by sending
conquistadores such as Hernán Cortés who overthrew the Aztecs and conquered Mexico
for the Spanish crown. Great Britain also extended her empire towards Africa, Australia,
and parts of China while France held Louisiana and French New Guinea. Each of these
nations colonized their territorial possessions.
The United States, the news and youngest nation in the League of Nations
followed in this imperialistic tradition. Native Americans residing in the United States
were continually displaced as Euro-Americans migrated westward. These settlers laid
claim over land and when the natives, who are the rightful owners tried to exercise their
rights, the U.S. government intervened under the pretense of protection of the American
settlers and property. To avoid further bloodshed, treaties were created at the expense of
the indigenous population.
The United States continues its practice of colonialism with Puerto Rico, U.S.
Virgin Islands, American Samoa, and the Mariana Islands. This expansionist policy was
propelled by the need for national greatness and fueled with the belief of their superiority
over nations who do not resemble them in cultural and physical appearance. Through the
use of direct military force, the United States was able to expand westward. In the wake
of their expansion, numerous Native Americans were forced out of their lands. In 1823,
the acting governor of Arkansas, Robert Crittenden demanded that the Quapaw Indians
give up their land to allow white farmers to plant more cotton crops (Hazen-Hammond
104). Another example is the Trail of Tears, one of the most atrocious acts committed
against the Native Americans. In 1839, President Andrew Jackson signed the Indian
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Removal Act, which forced the Cherokees from their homelands in Georgia after gold
was discovered. Four thousand Cherokees perished as they traveled more than a thousand
miles (Hazen-Hammond 114). The pattern of dispossession of the indigenous cultures by
American Settlers is what Andrea Smith argues as the second logic of white supremacy.
In this reasoning, the indigenous people such as the Cherokees “must ‘disappear’ so that
the other can lay claim over their lands” (Saranillio 288). The relationship between the
United States and Native Americans consisted of wards and treaties over territories with
the indigenous population on the losing side.
Western society’s belief of their superiority over other nations or groups of people
justified their as evidence in the United States where new immigrants from Eastern or
Southern Europe were treated with contempt (Gale 1). The White settler saw the
indigenous people as ignorant and backward savages. It was their duty to bring
civilization, salvation, and governance to the country as seen in the political cartoon from
Puck Magazine (Figure 1) (Library of Congress). Like their Native-American
counterparts, the Kānaka Maoli were viewed homogenously, yet Kānaka history is
infrequently mentioned in the history books unlike the indigenous population of the
Mainland. According to Noenoe K. Silva, when it came to the native histories of Hawai‛i,
many historians condemn the severely puritanical missionaries and at the same time, also
helped justify their actions by classifying the Kānaka Maoli as backward savages and
lazy people (42).
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Figure 1. “School Begins” political cartoon from Puck magazine (1899).
The Kānaka Maoli are no different from the Native Americans in their
dispossession by the United States. However, they do not enjoy the same liberties.
Native-American history has been incorporated into mainstream United States history
and Native Americans have some modicum of independence through their federally
recognized tribes, which are considered domestic dependent nation. As a federally
recognized tribe, Native Americans have some components of sovereignty such as the
right to limited self-government, management of their tribal property, regulation of tribal
business, and domestic relations (U.S. Department of Interior, Indian Affairs). Hawai‛i,
like its location, had always been on the periphery. While acquisition of the Hawai‛i by
the United States was a part of the Western frontier, it lacked the aspect of Western
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expansion such as cattle drives, warfare over territories, and the gold rush. Nonetheless,
the displacement was the same. In recent years, attempts were made to include the
Hawaiian narrative into United States history. In 2003, the Public Broadcasting Service
televised a documentary on the overthrow of the monarchy by the sons of the
missionaries and televised under the “American Experience” program. Although the
episode no longer aired, short snippets are still available on the PBS website. “The
program honorably tries to get it right, but there is still something shifty about its
historicizing. It brackets out US national error as a relic of the past, and focuses on the
loss merely of the Queen's sovereignty not her people's status as belonging to a sovereign
nation” (Harvey 14). Of course, PBS can be commended for adding the Hawaiian
narrative, but many of the historians who appeared in the documentary did not have
genealogical ties to Hawai‛i. In the program, Tennent McWilliams, a Western historian
stated that Hawai‛i’s survival depended on its incorporation into the United States.
Statements like these are problematic when airing a documentary on Hawai‛i's history,
especially when it is aired as part of the “American Experience.” Since some Kānaka
Maoli believe they are not Americans, among them, include Dr. Richard Kekuni Akuna
Blaisdell, who stated, “We are Kānaka Maoli ...We are not Americans. We are not Native
Americans. We are Kānaka Maoli. That is the name by which our ancestors identified
themselves” (USCCR), but the harsh truth is that they are Americans. It is a result of the
take-over and annexation of Hawai‛i into the United States, which is seen as an occupier
force. Although the addition of Hawai‛i as part of the “American Experience” brings their
history into focus, it still justified the unlawful and unethical take-over of the nation.
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Throughout history, those with slightly darker skins and flatter noses such as the
Cherokees were forced out of their homelands (Hazen-Hammond 114) and marginalized.
The same pattern occurred in the islands of the Pacific Ocean. The Kānaka Maoli were
stripped of their lands, political rights, and national identity through the United States
laying claim over their nation and the banning of the retelling of their histories. Edward
Said, the author of Culture and Imperialism, argued that once a country’s power
increased through the dominion and eradication of the native people and there are no
more territories to fight over in North America, distant and remote lands were next in line
of American acquisition (Said, Culture 42). Among those distant nations in the Pacific
that the United States took control and colonized in the course of her history was
Hawai‛i.
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CHAPTER 3
THE HAWAIIAN KINGDOM: PRE-CONTACT
Traditional Ways of Life
To understand the deeply rooted anti-American sentiment, it is necessary to gain
an awareness and respect for the cultural history of the Kānaka Maoli. In modern-day
Hawai‛i, the tourist industry portrays Kānaka Maoli history filled with ancient myths to
sell Hawai‛i, but that is not the case. One case in point occurs in postcards sold at the
airport, manufactured by the Island Art Store (Pacific Island Art, Inc. 1990). Following
the legend of the Hawaiian goddess of fire, Pele who boarded a canoe with her brothers
and left her island home of Honua-Mea in Tahiti (Roberts Hawaii), the Kānaka Maoli
were wayfinders who used observations of the celestial and ocean environments to guide
their way (Malo 26). Arriving in Hawai‛i, they brought with them plants, animals, their
lengthy genealogies memorized in the form of chants and their ancient kapu8.
Since their arrival to the islands and to this day, the Kānaka Maoli have a deep
and profound link to the ‛āina (land). The ali‛i created land divisions to “malama (take
care) of their lands” (Beamer 48). These divisions allowed the ali‛i to develop and
improve ways of taking care of the ‛āina and their people, which is contradictory to what
Siler mentioned in her book, Lost Kingdom, that the ali‛i were devoted to the sport of
fishing while the maka‛āinana tended to the fields (xxi). They created an intricate
aqueduct system to provide irrigation for their principal crops consisting of yams, sweet

8The word kapu is defined as sacred or forbidden. The kapu system was a set of laws that are
sacred and forbidden that the Kānaka Maoli adhered to.
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potatoes, and taro cultivated in arable lands close to streams and rivers that gave families
easy access to primary resources such as fresh water, timber, and fish (Siler xxi). As Siler
explains, they also constructed fish ponds that allowed them to store food. To furnish
their homes, they used blades of dried grass woven into patterned mats (xxi). They were
also expert fishermen who mastered the science of fishing and developed intricate and
elaborate techniques in acquiring fish such as the development of fishing equipment from
fish hooks to nets (Kuykendall 1: 4).
Regardless of the ahupua‛a, the Kānaka Maoli had no sense of property
ownership. They had a harmonious connection with the ‛āina, which was to take care of
it. In return, the ‛āina took care of them as evidence from the interviews conducted by
Stephen T. Boggs with twelve Kānaka Maoli. Among them were eleven kupuna (elders)
who regarded the land as the provider of everything and that aloha (love) for the ‛āina
meant respecting, returning, beautifying, and using it without greed (1).
However, it is not just through the ‛āina that the Kānaka Maoli had a connection.
They also maintained a deep and profound link with their ohana (family). It is the core
unit of Hawaiian life and still exists today. In ancient Hawai‛i, their communal spirit was
present within the family through the practice of hānai (adoption), which strengthened
family ties and child rearing (Siler 7). According to Siler, parents gave their newborns to
relatives or close friends for adoption. By doing so, they gave up their rights to the child
and could only reclaim them in the event of a serious illness with the child's hānai
parents. Although they could not take their child back, they could consult with the
adopted parents over the child's wellbeing as well as maintain a connection with them
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through visits. This traditional practice of hānai was respected and cherished amongst the
Kānaka Maoli. At the arrival of the New England missionaries from the United States,
the practice was discouraged since it was deemed loathsome by the Americans (Siler 7).
Despite the persistent attitudes of the missionaries, the practice continued especially
amongst the ali‛i, which demonstrated the Kānaka Maoli’s dedication in maintaining a
stable family unit. To this day, ohana is still the core and essential unit of Hawaiian life.
Another critical aspect of Kānaka Maoli life is the kapu system, which was
obeyed to create unification and order throughout the islands. Once something was kapu,
it becomes an absolute law that cannot be broken and strictly adhered to (Joesting 15).
Some kāhuna (priests) and ali‛i can break or exclude themselves from this system; others
were required to obey. To ignore the kapu system meant immediate and swift retribution
often punishable by death. This system touched every avenue of Kānaka Maoli life and
strictly enforced by the kāhuna nui (high priests), who were also the link to the many
gods of the Hawaiian religion.
Hawaiian religion was polytheistic and based on the natural world. The Kānaka
Maoli believed that supernatural forces were found in nature: the earth, sea, and sky.
They personified these forces in the form of individual deities such as Kāne, Kanaloa,
Kū, Lono, Haumea, and Pele (Kuykendall 1: 7; Hawaiian History Web). These gods
control nature and humankind through their mana (power). With these many gods in the
Hawaiian religion, an individual, family, or profession can obtain a guardian god or
‛aumakua (ancestral spirit). The Hawaiian religion lasted until the abolishment of the
kapu system and the arrival of the New England missionaries.
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Hawaiian Social Hierarchy
In ancient Hawai‛i, bloodlines were an integral part of society. It determined the
ranks of the Kānaka Maoli. It is a part of their system of governance and social
organization (Siler 7). The social structure is easily broken up into sections. Since there
are eight islands in the archipelago, a mō‛ī (king, supreme chief) governed each island
and sits on top of the social hierarchy. Advised by the kāhuna nui (high priest) and the
kālaimoku, the mō‛ī was also the physical manifestation of the akua (god) and the
centralizing force in the Hawaiian governmental structure (Beamer 21). He was also the
owner of annual taxes, responsible for overseeing religious rites, and the commander at
times of war. The mō‛ī was also responsible for the “development of the ‛aha ali‛i
(council of chiefs), the establishment of palena (place boundaries) and redistribution of
lands through a kālai‛āina (land carving)” (Beamer 19). The responsibility of creating
land boundaries and its redistribution ensured a centralized form of government and
regulated the resources for the best interest of the people. While divisions and
boundaries, the land never belonged to the people. It was merely in the care of the aha
ali‛i. They ensured that the land was used for the common good of all Kānaka Maoli.
Excluded from the hierarchy were the mō‛ī’s advisers and priests. Nonetheless,
they were still his subjects. The kāhuna nui were the Masters of Religious rites as well as
highly skilled craftsmen, medicine men, and enforced the kapu system.
The second tier were composed of the aha ali‛i (council of chiefs) and ranked
according to the genealogy of their parents (Hawaii History Web). Since bloodlines were
crucial in the ancient Hawaiian world, genealogical status was complicated (Siler 7). If a
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high chief could not find a woman of similar ranking, he was allowed to marry the
daughter of his brother or possibly his sister, which produced a child of high rank and
elevated the family’s status (Hawaii History Web). Since polygamy was practiced, the
chief could later take on a wife of a lesser position once the child of elevated status was
born.
The third tier of the hierarchy belonged to the maka‛āinana (commoners) and was
the most significant group in Hawaiian society (Hawaiian History Web). They were
laborers and workers who produced the needs of the Hawaiian people through
construction work, farming, fishing, and engaged in battles. They were taxed by the mō‛ī
and were heavily regulated by the kapu system. If the maka‛āinana encountered the mō‛ī
or the ‛aha ali‛i, they were required to prostrate themselves in their presence and their
shadow must not fall on the house of the king and chiefs.
The ancient Kānaka Maoli world had strict hierarchies, but that did not prevent
them from being a collective community. Built around the framework of sharing the
necessities of life no matter what was available (Dudley and Agard 2), there would
always be enough for everyone. The mō‛ī and the aha ali‛i regulated the ahupua‛a (land
division) and distributed them accordingly to ensure that the ‛āina was used for the
common good. They were a self-sufficient society, taking what they needed for the
betterment of the community, but that changed when the Western world arrived on their
shores.
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CHAPTER 4
THE KINGDOM OF HAWAI‛I:
WESTERN DISCOVERY
Phase I: Initial Discovery
On January 18, 1778 the British ship, Resolution under the command of renowned
explorer, Captain James Cook, arrived on the shores of the big island of Hawai‛i and
shattered the archipelago's peaceful isolation (Siler xxv). The Kānaka Maoli’s impression
of cook was of peculiarity. When they first saw him, they believed Cook arrived on a
floating heaiu (temple), saw his clothes as different layers of his skin, and the buttons as
lights coming from within (Dudley and Agard 1). it was no wonder that the Kānaka
Maoli believed he was the god, Lono9 when he arrived.
Cook's arrival was met with nervous trepidation and curiosity. The Kānaka Maoli
were willing to trade but were reluctant to board the ship (Daws 1). Although the natives
exchanged goods with Cook, it did not satisfy their curiosity enough, and so they began
to steal from the sailors (Daws 3). The frequent theft became the primary source of
conflict between the natives and the sailors. Despite the small-scale disputes between the
Kānaka Maoli and the haole, there was peaceful co-existence. Even when the kāhuna nui
ordered a kapu for the arrival of the high chief, Kalani‛ōpu‛ū, some natives broke it to
trade with the ships (Daws 13). However, this peaceful co-existence came to an end in

9Lono is one of the Hawaiian deities and is the god of agriculture. According to Hawaiian

mythology, Lono returns during the makahiki, a festival that celebrated him and the harvest. It begins
in October or November and lasts for about four months. Cook’s arrival coincided with Lono’s return
(Kuykendall 8; Hawaii History Web). His strange vessel and clothing gave the impression that he was
the God of Agriculture.
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February 1779, when, according to Daws, Captain Charles Clerke realized that his large
cutter was missing and told Cook of the theft. To obtain a peaceful resolution as well as
the return of the cutter, Cook decided to employ a strategy he used once in the course of
his travels in the South Pacific. He urged the mō‛ī of the island, Kalani‛ōpu‛ū to
accompany him to the Resolution. Kalani‛ōpu‛ū agreed, but his wife begged him not to
go while two of his chiefs held him back. This hesitation possibly stemmed from the
Kānaka Maoli's realization that Cook may not be Lono. The akua would not visit the
mō‛ī escorted by armed soldiers (Kuykendall 1: 18). The Kānaka Maoli may have not
known it, but Cook planned to keep Kalani‛ōpu‛ū hostage until the missing cutter was
returned (Daws 19). Although he may have wanted a peaceful resolution, it was not
possible. Historian Gavan Daws offers the best rendition of what happened next: tensions
were flaring and following a physical altercation in which his men opened fire on a canoe
and killed a chief, the atmosphere became hostile. Women and children returned to the
village (20). Cook, who fired his barrel, shot and killed a native. Attempting to retreat
towards his ship, Cook was struck from behind and killed. Lives were lost on both sides
of the conflict. In spite of the altercation, the Kānaka Maoli were not dissuaded from
performing a chief’s funeral rites for Cook, which involved the skinning and
disemboweling of the corpse His body was later returned to the Resolution at the request
of the sailors (Kuykendall 1: 19; Siler xxiv).
The struggle over the missing cutter taught the Kānaka Maoli the power and
effectiveness of Western weapons, which they called “‘the death-dealing thing which the
white men used and which squirted out like the gushing forth of water’” (Siler xxii).
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Their encounter with the haole provided the mō‛ī from various islands with cannons,
muskets, and foreign vessels, thus changing the warfare significantly (Beamer 74).

Phase II: Kamehameha the Great, Island
Unification and Increased Western
Contact
Shortly after the departure of the sailors to England, the same high chief who
Cook tried to hold hostage, Kalani‛ōpu‛ū died on April 1782 (Beamer 68). The
responsibility of ruling the island of Hawai‛i fell to his sown Kīwala‛ō while his nephew,
Kamehameha was charged with the duty for the akua, Kuka‛ilimoku. After the death of a
prominent mō‛ī such as Kalani‛ōpu‛ū, the redistribution of the lands, which were long
awaited by the ali‛i immediately took place. The redistribution did not occur fast enough.
Kīwala‛ō’s uncle, Keawema‛uhili took matters into his own hands and enriched himself
by redistributing the lands at the expense of the other ali‛i (Daws 30). His actions created
extreme dissension between the ali‛i, which led to an open war where Kīwala‛ō was
among the casualties. It was during this period of instability that more ships from the
West arrived. As Hawai‛i steadily became the contact zone for Western vessels, the
conflicts between the haole and the Kānaka Maoli escalated into violence. Kamehameha,
who assumed the role of mō‛ī after the death of his cousin won most of the engagements
between himself and the Kānaka Maoli as well as with the haole. By 1795, he unified and
consolidated his rule over the islands (Beamer 74). Earlier ali‛i once envisioned a unified
island-nation, but it was Kamehameha who fulfilled this vision.
The arrival of the Western world and their inventions such as gunpowder
significantly revolutionized Hawaiian warfare by 1795 (Beamer 74). Kamehameha
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combined traditional warfare with the weaponry of the West that allowed him to emerge
victorious. By creating a unified island-nation, there was peace throughout the
archipelago, which gave Kamehameha some time to construct a flawless system of
government that brought unity, prosperity, and maintain his security. He was an
impressive man known for his regard for his subjects regardless of their position,
exceptional works, and glorious deeds (Beamer 71). A strong and intelligent leader,
Kamehameha understood that his nation had become a port for Western ships. As a
result, he took great care of the haole in his kingdom to gain their allegiance. Some of the
haole observed the kapu system, which suggested that they assimilated into Hawaiian
society (Beamer 81) and became Kamehameha’s confidential advisers. While he took
them as advisers, Kamehameha did not allow them to interfere in island politics. To him,
the haole were always his servants and never his masters (Beamer 69; Kuykendall 1: 2930). He also made substantial gains by the islands a central government that ensured
stability and uniform policy to open trade. His conquest and unity of the islands allowed
the Kānaka Maoli to present a unified front that averted imperialists and colonial threats.
To ensure the continued unity and stability, Kamehameha’s firstborn son,
Liholiho was raised in his father’s travels throughout the islands (Beamer 76). It was to
guarantee that he learned the knowledge of government and protocols of the kingdom. As
the firstborn son of the mō‛ī who unified Hawai‛i, Liholiho was surrounded by the kapu
system. Like the children of the royal families of Europe, Liholiho’s involvement with
other children was strictly guarded. In May 1819, Kamehameha the Great passed away in
the Kailua district on the island of Hawai‛i (Beamer 77). He passed the right to rule to
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Liholiho and the responsibility of the akua, the feathered war god Kukailimoku to his
nephew, Kekuaokalani.
Liholiho’s reign began in the midst of turbulence. His hānai mother, the dowager
queen, Ka‛ahumanu appointed herself as the kuhina nui (regent) to rule alongside him
(Beamer 78). The young king, who was only twenty-two years old, agreed to share rule
and he was formally established as mō‛ī. Choosing to incorporate British and Hawaiian
symbols of royalty and power, Liholiho wore the red and gold English uniform and
wrapped himself in a royal feather cloak and helmet (Kuykendall 1: 63) and began his
reign as Kamehameha II. By doing so, he displayed his connection with foreign powers
and announced that he was the rightful heir to his father’s kingdom. During his rule, the
ali‛i women questioned the revered kapu system (Beamer 77). This system was in place
for generations and a part of Hawaiian life became a burden to those who followed its
principles. The haole, who openly defied kapu and received no repercussion, on occasion
tried to convince the Kānaka Maoli that their belief system was wrong (Kuykendall 1:
67). Queen Ka‛ahumanu, Keōpūolani, and a few ali‛i women refused to live under the
ancient system that divided men and women in daily activities such as eating,
worshipping, and certain labor functions. After a great deal of deliberation, Kamehameha
II gave in to the will of his mothers and abolished the kapu system on August 15, 1819.
He took part in the eating of the food that the women had cooked (Beamer 82) to the
displeasure of his cousin, Kekuaokalani and later gave orders to destroy the heiau and the
idols throughout the Kingdom (Kuykendall 1: 68).
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Since the dissolution of the kapu system, there was a widespread disenchantment
among the ali‛i who still revered the system. Among them was Kekuaokalani. He wanted
to keep the ancient systems in place and advised Kamehameha II not to abolish the
system (Beamer 78). In December 1819, just seven months after Kamehameha II
assumed his father’s rule, Kekuaokalani challenged him in combat fought at Kuamo‛o.
Kamehameha II emerged victoriously, and his reign was permanently secured (Mookini
1). After the abandonment of the kapu system, some families continued the practice of
honoring their amakua (personal family gods), but for a brief period in Hawaiian history,
the nation existed without a state religion. However, this circumstance would not survive
for long once the first missionaries from New England arrived with the sole purpose to
civilize and evangelize the Hawaiian Islands.
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CHAPTER 5
THE KINGDOM OF HAWAI‛I: HISTORY AND U.S.
POLITICAL RELATIONSHIP, 1820–1873
Phase I: Missionaries and the Great Mahele,
1820–1853
The news of Captain Cook’s death spread like wildfire and portrayed the Kānaka
Maoli as savages rather than a civilized society, which made the lure of civilizing the
natives impossible for the New England missionaries to resist. On March 30, 1820, the
ship carrying the first wave of missionaries arrived in Hawai‛i (Daws 64). Hiram
Bingham from Vermont who was among them wrote, “the appearance of destitution,
degradation, and barbarism among the chattering, almost naked savages whose head and
feet and much of their sunburnt swarthy skins were bare, was appalling” (Bingham qtd. in
Siler 4). With attitudes like these, the natives had every right to be wary of the
newcomers, perhaps because they were somewhat different from the sailors they
countered beforehand. The missionaries, on the other hand, had never lived in a warm
and humid tropical climate where the Kānaka Maoli as Kuykendall explains, did not
bother themselves with excessive clothing (4). The Kānaka Maoli perhaps was scantily
clothed to keep themselves cool. The methods in which they obtained their subsistence,
which relied solely on farming and fishing possibly seemed primitive to the missionaries.
The missionaries’ arrival was discussed by Kamehameha II, his ali‛i, and advisers. He
permitted them to stay for a year under the terms that if their work was acceptable, they
were allowed to remain. However, he was still unsure if he could trust them away from
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his sight and decided to keep Asa Thurston, Dr. Thomas Holman, William Kanui, and
Thomas Hopu with him while Bingham led the others to O‛ahu (Daws 64-5).
With the missionaries firmly in place in Hawai‛i, Bingham began to teach English
to a few natives. Kamehameha II was very impressed that he sent his wives and young
chiefs, including his heir, Kauikeaouli to learn the English (Beamer 84). While the
Kānaka Maoli were learning English, the missionaries began to formalize the Hawaiian
language. Their success in converting the natives brought in more evangelists, but this
was due in part of Queen Ka‛ahumanu’s conversion to Christianity and the formalization
of the Hawaiian language (Daws 67; Beamer 87). Regardless of their victory, the
acceptance of Christianity was still decided individually by the Kānaka Maoli.
Although Kamehameha II did not trust the missionaries in his Kingdom, he hoped
for a voyage to England to discuss British-Hawaiian affairs rather than journey to the
United States, which the missionaries strongly supported (Daws 71). His distrust of the
Americans and his desire to ally himself with the United Kingdom was one of the first
signs of the anti-American sentiment of the Kānaka Maoli. The meeting with the English
monarch was important to Kamehameha II since a personal encounter with King George
IV who influenced the majority of the world during that time would give him a powerful
ally (Beamer 97). It was also possible that Kamehameha II wanted to learn what kind of
governments, civil societies, and industries other countries possessed (Beamer 89). His
visit was successful since the British king recognized the independence of the islands
(Daws 74). However, the crown could not protect Kamehameha II and his wife,
Kamāmalu from foreign diseases. In July 1824, they died from complications of the
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measles in England (Daws 73). Kamehameha II’s brother, Kauikeaouli, who was eight
years old at the time was proclaimed mō‛ī, but his rule did not begin until he reached
maturity. Not widely known about Queen Ka‛ahumanu was that she was the driving force
of the Hawaiian monarchy. She became a devout Christian during her son’s absence at
his death, ruled in Kauikeaouli’s place in which she instituted a set of laws based on
Christian morality (Beamer 106). Laws against murder, theft and adultery were put in
created, but the sale of liquor and gambling was deferred since it directly affected the
haole. Kānaka Maoli scholar, David Malo was the first to recognize the problems that
came with the increased number of haole in Hawai‛i. In a letter dated, August 1837 to
Kināu10 he wrote, “If a big wave comes in, large fishes will come from the dark Ocean
which you never saw before and when they see small fishes, they will eat them up …The
ships of white men have come, and smart people from great countries which you have
never seen before, they know our people are small in number and living in a small
country; they will eat us up” (Kuykendall 1: 153). His warning would prove prophetic as
the events indeed resemble Malo’s predictions of cultural and governmental annihilation.
When Kauikeaouli, who ruled as Kamehameha III reached maturity, he instituted
a Declaration of Rights and a written constitution. These documents gave a measure of
political power to his people, dealt with the topic of land, and a way to control the
foreigners and protect the ali‛i’s authority within their dominion (Siler 13). On the issue
of land, the Constitution of 1840 codified ancient rights of rule over mō‛ī, ali‛i, and the
maka‛āinana as governed the kālai‛āina (Beamer 107). It also provided a legal

10Kīna‛u

was also known as Queen Ka‛ahumanu II and was the wife and half-sister of Liholiho.
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foundation for the three groups to acquire allodial title to the land or sovereignty without
interference. This division was known as the Great Māhele of 1848. It was an instrument
that settled constitutionally codified lands to privatize them. Once distributed, it left the
maka‛āinana who had vested rights in the land undefined. Also, the ali‛i were required to
pay a commutation fee that equaled one-third of the value of the property to receive their
deeds; many of them sold the land as they were land-rich, but cash-poor (Siler 19). This
left the maka‛āinana whose rights were tied to the land virtually homeless if the new
owners did not permit them to stay. Kamehameha III addressed this issue when he signed
the Kuleana Act of 1850, which granted access to a fee-simple title to the land to those
who occupied it and protects the maka‛āinana in their right to take whatever they needed
from the land for their private use (Siler 19). While it is possible to argue that the Kānaka
Maoli did have the opportunity to obtain land, what is not widely known is that the
maka‛āinana had troubles in gaining legal possession of their it. Siler points out that the
Kānaka Maoli got lost in a web of hearings, claims, and commutations. Kamehameha III
may have intended it to benefit his people, but in the end, the Māhele became an
instrument of division and dispossession. By the late nineteenth century, haole owned
four acres of land for every one acre owned by a Kānaka Maoli (Daws 128).
Since the haole now owned a great deal of the land, the Kānaka Maoli began to
be mistrustful of the foreigners, which as another sign of their anti-American sentiment.
Kamehameha III’s hānai sons and heirs to the throne, Alexander Liholiho and Lota
Kapuāiwa experienced firsthand how Americans treated people with darker skins.
Alexander Liholiho wrote about his encounter with the train operator,
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I found out that he was the conductor, and probably had taken me more for
somebody’s servant, just because I had darker skin than he … The first time I had
ever received such a treatment, not in England or France or anywhere else. But in
this country, I must be treated like a dog to go and come at an American bidding.
Here I must state that I am disappointed at the Americans. They have no manners,
no politeness, not even common civilities to a stranger. (Beamer 168-9)
As a result of this experience, the anti-American sentiment became ingrained in
both princes and they set themselves against any annexation or connection with the
United States. At Kamehameha III’s passing on December 15, 1854, Alexander Liholiho
became Kamehameha IV (Daws 153). His first act as mō‛ī was to nullify a proposed
treaty between the United States and the Hawaiian Kingdom (Beamer 171). In 1855,
Kamehameha IV terminated the year-long negotiations for annexation to the United
States (Kuykendall 2: 38). Prior to the termination of the negotiations, General William
Miller, a British Consul informed Kamehameha IV that should his sovereignty be
threatened, the British offers it protection. Also, to rebel against the American
missionaries, he moved the ali‛i away from the American Protestant tradition and invited
the Church of England to establish a church in Hawai‛i (Silva 103). This act firmly
displayed the anti-American sentiment, which was also exhibited by his people as they
protested against the haole sitting in government posts. Kamehameha IV’s departure
from the American tradition also demonstrated that as a mō‛ī, he and his chiefs ruled with
their own will and authority.
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Phase II: Sugar Kings, Hawai‛i/U.S.
Relationship and the Bayonet
Constitution, 1854–1898
Although Kamehameha IV departed from the American tradition, the sugar
planters, who were the sons of the early American missionaries that acquired land
through the Māhele, exerted pressure on him. They wanted assistance with their
difficulties in selling their sugar duty-free in the United States as well as the steady
supply of cheap labor (Silva 59). Commerce flourished, but not to the benefit of the
Kānaka Maoli. The merchant class consisted of haole who realized that the island’s
fertile soil, its lack of predatory insects, and mild climate was the ideal site for cultivating
sugarcane (Siler 27, 32). After having ruled for nine years, Kamehameha IV died on
November 30, 1863, thirteen months after his son died in August of 1862. (Kuykendall 2:
124). His brother, Lota Kapūaiwa was proclaimed mō‛ī and ruled as Kamehameha V.
Kamehameha V’s rule came at a time when the balance of power was shifting
towards the plantation owners that he began to work on securing more power for himself
as mō‛ī and for his people, who were dwindling in numbers. He wanted to protect the
rights of the Crown and its influence present at every function of government to the
dismay of the plantation owners (Siler 46). According to Kuykendall, Kamehameha V
wanted to limit the power of the privy council and power of the house of representatives
on the subject of financial affairs should be evaluated (2: 127). Although he brought
some of the power back to the monarchy with a new constitution, the topic of Hawai’i
annexation to the United States was discussed. His sister-in-law, the Dowager Queen
Emma once stated, “with a few exception, all natives were opposed to annexation”
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(Queen Emma qtd in Kuykendall 2: 226). Kamehameha was firm in his resolve to keep
the independence of his country. Unfortunately, like his brother, Kamehameha V, the last
direct descendant of Kamehameha the Great ruled for nine years and died in 1872
without an heir (Daws 190). According to Kuykendall, the Constitution of 1864
stipulated that the line of succession should be direct heirs of Kamehameha V (2: 39). If
there were no direct heirs, his sister, Princess Victoria and her descendants are to
succeed, but she died two years later without an heir. It was now the duty of the
legislative assembly to appoint an ali’i to succeed the throne and William Lunalilo
became the next mō‛ī (Kuykendall 2:40). During his rule, discussion over the topic of the
cession of Pearl Harbor to the United States began. This angered the Kānaka Maoli that
they gathered in the streets and churches to convey their disgust and bitterness (Daws
192). Lunalilo was continually pressed by the haole in government to support the cession.
Although he initially considered the subject, in the end, he did not endorse it (Daws 196).
The steady influx of American settlers who controlled the printed word in the
Kingdom continued to displace the Kānaka Maoli. Americans used newspapers to further
their agendas such as colonial capitalism and to mold and control the government. To
rebel against the Americans who banned many aspects of Hawaiian life, the Kānaka
Maoli began a publication called Ka Hoku o ka Pakipika (The Star of the Pacific). The
newspaper became an instrument of Hawaiian nationalism and anti-colonialism (Silva
68). In 1874, Lunalilo, whose health was failing, died without naming an heir. Without a
mō‛ī to lead the Kingdom, elections were held under the new legislation introduced by
Lunalilo to determine the next mō‛ī (Daws 197). Two candidates were for the position,
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the Dowager Queen Emma and David Kalākaua, an ali‛i of lower rank. Queen Emma
was pro-British and feared the growing American influence was not a feasible option for
the Americans. They settled with Kalākaua (Siler 55). Votes were cast and Kalākaua
became the next mō‛ī of the Kingdom.
During his reign, Kalākaua made considerable gains in revitalizing the Hawaiian
culture that had suffered significant deterioration at the hands of the American
missionaries. He revived the hula through public performances and also published the
genealogical prayer, the Kumulipo (Silva 103). Not widely known, but his actions
revealed his disdain for the Protestant missionaries appeared in a letter to his sister,
Lili‛uokalani (Beamer 181). Not only did he revive the ancient culture, but he also made
sure that those with Hawaiian blood were able to sit in the House of Representatives and
the house of nobles. He loaned clothing, bank notes, and such to his people to keep them
in the voting polls.
Kalākaua may have engineered the rebirth of the native culture, but it came at a
cost; his reforms took the Kingdom into serious debts when for example, he had ‛Iolani
Palace rebuilt to have the highest levels of comfort and elegance (Siler 103). Also, his
entanglement with Claus Spreckles, a sugar magnate from California was a cause for
concern in the Kingdom (Daws 231). By 1884, Kalākaua spent over two million dollars
furnishing the palace, education for the Hawaiian ali‛i abroad, and a lavish coronation as
well as his mounting debts to Spreckles. By then, plantation owners and missionary sons,
Sanford Dole and Lorrin Thurston established the Hawaiian League and the Honolulu
Rifles in opposition to Kalākaua. In 1887, the League secretly drafted a constitution that
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reduced the power of the mō‛ī and the political power of the natives by imposing property
and tax requirements for membership in the House of Nobles as well as the ability to
elect them. It further disenfranchised the Kānaka Maoli when it reduced the criteria for
any male of Hawaiian, American, or European descent in good standing with their taxes
and promised to support the new constitution (Siler 145-6). It also stipulated that
Hawaiian citizenship was no longer a requirement to vote (Daws 252). On July 6, 1887,
the League presented Kalākaua the new constitution. Nicknamed the “Bayonet
Constitution” since he was forced to sign it under duress with guns pointed at him by the
Honolulu Rifles, the strong arm of the League. Reduced to a mere figurehead, Kalākaua
could not make any decisions concerning his people and his country. According to Daws,
the reciprocity treaty, which Kalākaua vehemently opposed was renewed at the cost of
conceding Pearl Harbor to the United States (Daws 252, 259).

Phase III: The Take-Over and Republic
Years, 1893–1898
Robert Wilcox, a Kānaka Maoli said, “We don’t want these white men who are
wandering about and coming here; they are good for nothing ... it is only the real natives
of this country who have any feeling for love for their own land” (Daws 261). His words
demonstrated the anti-American sentiment that became prevalent in the Kingdom. He
wanted to reinstate Kalākaua’s power, but with the mō‛ī’s failing health, another monarch
would benefit from the revolution (Daws 263). On July 29, Wilcox and eight of his
supporters armed with rifles, rice-bird guns, and pistols attempted a revolution and failed.
Brought to trial, the Kānaka Maoli refused to convict him. Instead, they accused those in
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power of being the usurpers. Wilcox became one of the resistance heroes that later led the
Kānaka Maoli to form their own political party called the Hawaiian Independent Party in
attempt to take back control of their nation (Silva 137).
In 1891, Kalākaua passed away in San Francisco. His sister, Lili‛uokalani
succeeded him as the mō‛ī wahine (queen) (Daws 263). Advised that it would be in her
best interest to uphold the hated Bayonet Constitution, she swore an oath to do so, but
already had plans to introduce a new constitution that reversed the many changes of the
previous (Siler 200). Intending to rule in the tradition of Kamehameha I, Lili‛uokalani
wanted to empower her people and end further dispossession. She began working on a
new constitution with Joseph Nāwahī. However, the Americans did not trust her that
prompted the Hawaiian League to plant spies in her household (Siler 206). Thurston and
his supporters discovered her plans to introduce a new constitution and they began
working on deposing the queen on the grounds of treason as she plotted to launch a
revolution against the government. He brought his case to U.S. Minister John L. Stevens,
who agreed and sent troops from the U.S.S. Boston stationed in Honolulu with orders to
protect the life and property of Americans to land in Hawai‛i (Daws 272).
Backed by the U.S. Minister and the Marines, the Hawaiian League attacked the
Kingdom of Hawai‛i and deposed its sovereign queen and the nation’s sovereignty on
January 17, 1893 (Beamer 193). While some textbooks cover the overthrow, it failed to
mention that the Provisional Governments, composed of white Americans imprisoned
Queen Lili’uokalani for eight months with regulated contact with the outside world. She
was accused for allegedly knowing the attempted counterrevolution act committed by her
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supporters (Lili‛uokalani Trust; Lili’uokalani 290). To prevent further bloodshed, she
was, she was forced to abdicate her throne. Despite the overwhelming and stressful
circumstance, the mō‛ī wahine remained steadfast in her resolve to return Hawai‛i to her
people. Hopeful that the United States will correct its wrongdoing, Queen Lili‛uokalani
penned her formal protests against her forced abdication:
I, Lili‛uokalani, by the grace of God and under the constitution of the Hawaiian
Kingdom Queen, do hereby solemnly protest against and all acts done against
myself and the constitutional government of the Hawaiian Kingdom by certain
persons claiming to have established a Provision Government of and for this
kingdom.
That I yield to the superior force of the United States of America …has caused the
United States troops to be landed at Honolulu and declared that he would support
the said provisional government.
Now, to avoid any collision of armed forces, and perhaps the loss of life, I do,
under this protest and impelled by said forces, yield my authority until such a time
as the Government of the United States, shall upon face being presented to it,
undo the action of its representatives and reinstate me in the authority which I
claim as the constitutional sovereign of the Hawaiian Islands. (Lili‛uokalani 3878)
Although the Americans dissolved the monarchy and took control of the
government, what is not commonly known, perhaps since Hawai‛i’s history is kept out of
history books as stated by Silva (139) is that the Kānaka Maoli continued to engage in
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taking back the control of their nation. They organized opposition to the Provisional
Government through political organizations such as the Hui Aloha ‛Āina. Its leader,
Joseph Nāwahī, a trusted advisor of Lili‛uokalani, led the group and asserted that the
government belonged to the natives (Silva 151). Nāwahi championed the Kānaka Maoli
cause despite his failing health caused by his imprisonment ordered by the Provisional
Government (University of Hawai‛i). He continually urged his people to fight for their
nation until his death in 1896. His last words, later printed in his newspaper, Aloha ‛Āina
were, “Give my love to my queen and the nation that I have loved … Continue to be
steadfast in your love of the land” (Siler 276). Nāwahī’s last words became a rallying cry
that fanned the flames of opposition to the Provisional Government and maintained their
anti-American sentiment.
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CHAPTER 6
STOLEN LANDS: UNITED STATES AND HAWAI‛I
RELATIONSHIP, 1898 TO PRESENT
Phase I: A Colonial Territory: Hawaiian
Annexation, 1898–1959
The Kingdom of Hawai‛i, who openly rejected annexation now deposed, the topic
was back on the agenda under the Republic of Hawai‛i. Since the overthrow of the
monarchy, the Kānaka Maoli’s anti-American sentiment was now widespread throughout
the islands. To combat the Provisional Government led by the descendants of the
American Missionaries, the Kānaka Maoli launched a vigorous opposition to annexation.
With a newly elected United States president, combined with an all-haole government in
Hawai‛i, the Treaty of Annexation went to the Senate for its ratification in 1897.
Released from prison and visiting her husband’s relatives in Boston, Queen Lili‛uokalani,
upon hearing the news, immediately filed an official protest that focused on her people’s
denied rights and the illegal seizure of the crown, public, and government lands (Siler
279). In Hawai‛i, the opposition to annexation was overwhelmingly felt, not just by the
Kānaka Maoli, but also the different ethnic groups. Those who opposed annexation
organized petition drives to challenge the United States government to adhere to their
principles of fairness, equality, and to restore the Hawaiian sovereignty and monarchy
(Silva 159).
These petition drives were called the Kū‛ē Petition, which means “to oppose” in
Hawaiian. It was organized by Abigal Ku‛ahihelani and Emma Nāwahī, the widow of
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Joseph Nāwahī. Since the treaty’s approval hinged on 75 percent of the vote, it stalled in
Congress. The stalemate was due in part of the Kū‛ē Petition that contained 90 percent of
the Hawaiian population (see Figure 2) (Saranillio 297). After the failed attempt to secure
annexation, proponents drafted a new resolution that required only fifty percent of the
votes for the treaty to pass (Siler 283). On June 15, Congress passed the Newlands
Resolution, which allowed the United States to annex Hawai‛i with a passing vote from
both Congress and the Senate (Daws 290; U.S. Senate). What is not widely known about
the Newlands Resolution is that it violated international law, which is “the principle of
non-intervention includes, but is not limited to, the prohibition of the treat or use of force
against territorial integrity or political independence of any state” (Wood). Moreover, the
United States had already violated international law when it assisted the Hawaiian-born
Americans in overthrowing the monarchy. Still, on July 6, the Senate passed the
Resolution with the Spanish-American War as the motivating factor (Siler 283-84).
While American celebrated their success, Queen Lili‛uokalani and her people wore either
black clothing or donned black armbands in protest and in mourning (see Figure 3). The
United States, who adhered to the principles of justice, fairness, and equality, ignored the
Kū‛ē Petition, which contained thousands of signatures (Siler 285). Although the
Americans have won their struggle to annex Hawai‛i, the Kānaka Maoli still commanded
the majority of the polls and were keen to vocalize their issues. They supported neither
Democrat or Republican parties. Instead, they placed their allegiance to the Hawaiian
Independence party, also known as the Home Rule Party, which won fourteen seats in the
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Territorial House, thirteen in the Senate, and elected Robert Wilcox as the delegate to
Congress (Daws 294).
However, achieving annexation was never enough for the Americans in Hawai‛i,
especially the Republican Party. They wanted to wrestle the votes away from the Home
Rule Party. To do this, they invited Jonah Kuhio Kalanianaole, the hānai son of Queen
Kapiolani, widow of King Kalākaua to run against Wilcox s a delegate in 1902.
According to Daws, Kuhio brought in the votes, but in an all-haole government who
favored big businesses, he found it difficult to hold his ground. With the same cries of
dispossession, he had to give some thought to what was happening to his people. One
way he could bring about change was to campaign for a measure of home rule on each
island, which meant that each native vote would increase in value and create more jobs
for his people living in rural districts (296). Regardless of Kuhio’s work, the Republicans
saw the Kānaka Maoli as a problem rather than a group of people (Daws 297). The
Americans frequently spoke about rehabilitation and believed that to make the Kānaka
Maoli a useful member of society; they should be removed from it and given special
provisions. A way to accomplish this was the creation of the Hawaiian Homes
Commission Act (HHCA) of 1920. The HHCA was created to provide the Kānaka Maoli
with more than half-native blood to apply for a ninety-year lease on land they could
cultivate. About twenty thousand natives qualified for homesteading lots, but what they
received were infertile and made available at once (Daws 298).
Although the monarchy was gone, and the land was scarce for the Kānaka Maoli,
one ali‛i, Princess Bernice Pauahi left her property, which amounted to one-ninth of the
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all the lands in the islands in trust at her passing. Her will stipulated that the income
generated from her estate should be used for the creation of two schools, one for boys and
one for girls called the Kamehameha Schools that gave preference to children of Kānaka
Maoli ancestry (Daws 299-300). While Princess Bernice had good intentions to provide
higher education to her people, her husband, Charles R. Bishop was the chairman of the
Board of Trustees of her estate. He appointed his colleagues on the Board, which
included Charles Montague Cook, who founded Castle & Cook, one of the Big Five
sugar companies. According to Samuel P. King and Randall W. Ro, authors of Broken
Trust: Greed, Mismanagement & Political Manipulation at America’s Largest Charitable
Trust, the original Bishop Estate Trustees were all Americans, Protestant, and strongly in
favor of Hawai‛i’s annexation to the United States (675). These haole trustees also hired
the first principal of the boys’ school that resembled themselves. William Brewster
Oleson, a New Englander, Protestant settler who despised monarchies (678). While
Charles Bishop cared about the Kānaka Maoli, he believed that the only for them to
survive, they must be Americanized. The founding principle of the Kamehameha Schools
was that to make the Kānaka Maoli better, they must be kept away from the Hawaiian
way and the end result is a better Hawai‛i (King & Ro, 767). The school’s trustees,
including Cook also believed that if the Kānaka Maoli proved themselves to be
deserving, then assistance will come to them and they became objects of charity in their
homeland (Daws 301-2).
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Figure 2. Kū‛ē Petition from the National Archives.
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Figure 3. Photograph of Queen Lili‛uokalani with friends and family during annexation
(University of Hawai‛i).

Phase II: Statehood, 1960–1993
Hawai‛i’s future with the United States was always a topic of discussion. For the
Americans living in the Territory, statehood was the next obvious choice. After the
approval of the Annexation Treaty, the Republican party had complete control of the
Territory. However, in post-war Hawai‛i, the population growth each year made it less
secure for the Republican Party. To the Americans, achieving statehood was the ultimate
goal. However, reaching this goal meant receiving strong opposition from the Kānaka
Maoli and other ethnic groups residing in Hawai‛i. Among them was the daughter of
Abigail Ku‛aihelani, a key organizer of the Kū‛ē Peittion. Her daughter, Alice
Kamokilaikawai Campbell followed in her mother’s footsteps and became the “public
spokesperson for the suppressed voice of Hawaiian opposition to statehood” (Saranillio
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297). Campbell felt that through statehood, they would inextricably lose their past and
their identities as Kānaka Maoli. To fight this, she searched for evidence of other nations
with a diminished national identity through the forced citizenship placed on the
indigenous population by the colonizers. Not only that, she deliberately scheduled her
testimony to be heard on January 17, the fifty-third anniversary of the overthrow to reveal
the history of national dispossession of her people by the white oligarchy (Saranillio
298). In her testimony, she stated, “I do not feel ... that we should forfeit the traditional
rights and privileges of our islands for a mere thimble votes in Congress, that we, the
lovers of Hawai‛i from long association with it, should sacrifice our birthright for the
greed of alien desire to remain on our shores, that we should satisfy the thirst of power
and control of some inflated industrialists and politicians” (Whitehead 50). Despite strong
opposition to statehood, the House began to consider the bill. On March 18, 1959,
Congress passed the Admission Act (Hawaii State Legislature) and became the fiftieth
state on August 21, 1959.
Since Hawai‛i’s admission into statehood, the island became a tourist destination
by the mid-sixties. Visitors looking for adventure and relaxation found Hawai‛i to satisfy
that need. Tourism was a big success and tourists began to outnumber the permanent
residents. The attraction was evident: sun, sea, and the escape from the hardships of life
on the Mainland. Hawai‛i was the ideal destination. The Visitor’s Bureau needed one
word to establish what was beautiful about the island. The Hawaiian word, aloha, which
contains several meanings, one of which is an affectionate greeting of love, was chosen to
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greet the tourists that arrived (Daws 394). Hawai‛i became a business commodity and
transformed the outlawed culture into an advertisement to entice visitors to the islands.
While sovereignty movements and Kānaka Maoli historians record the history of
the Hawaiian Renaissance Movement of the late 1960s in response to the increased
capitalization of the native culture, it is not widely documented or recognized in
mainstream U.S. history. Since the Provisional Government and later, the Territory of
Hawai‛i banned the culture, history, and language, the Kānaka Maoli and other ethnic
groups began to organize. They demanded their histories be told in the form of an Ethnic
Studies Department at the University of Hawai‛i (Goodyear-Ka‛Ōpua, A Nation 92).
Students, faculty, and community members worked together to develop a proposal that
added the program, which focused on the Kānaka Maoli and the immigrant minority
population of the islands. The proposal was approved and established a two-year
program. This victory provided two significant measures relating to language and
education. It was added to the State of Hawa‛i’s constitution. First, it re-established ‛ōlelo
Hawai‛i (Hawaiian language) as the State’s official language. Second, it provided
educational programs that consisted of language, culture, and history in the public school.
However, ‛ōlelo Hawai‛i was not given full and equal status as that with English.
(Goodyear-Ka‛Ōpua, A Nation 167).
The Hawaiian Renaissance continued to grow in numbers and gathered to rally
against the illegal occupation of Hawai‛i and the exploitation of Hawaiian resources as
well as to promote language, culture, and history. In 1976, the Ethnic Studies faculty
members organized to stop the bombing of the island of Kaho‛olawe by the U.S. Military
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(Goodyear-Ka‛Ōpua, A Nation 93). The protest served two purposes: to cease the
bombing and to focus on the issue of sovereignty and self-determination. On January 4,
1976, protesters came together to publicize the Kānaka Maoli’s demands for reparation
for the overthrow and to preserve their sacred lands. To the Kānaka Maoli, Kaho‛olawe
symbolized their hopes and their resentments. Finally, in March 1981, Kaho‛olawe was
placed on the U.S. National Register of Historic Places and the bombing stopped
(Goodyear-Ka‛Ōpua, A Nation 167). By protesting, the Kānaka Maoli brought their
cultural history, the belief in the ‛āina to the forefront and gained more victories in the
late twentieth century. These victories encompassed the permanent status granted to
‛ōlelo Hawai‛i under the Kapahana Kaiapuni Hawai‛i (Hawaiian Immersion Program) in
the K-12 public school system (Goodyear-Ka‛Ōpua, A Nation 108). Other victories
include the prevention of forced mass evictions of residents and small farmers in the
Waiahole-Waikane valley in 1977. Their success came after long and grueling hours of
occupation that led the governor of Hawai‛i, George Ariyoshi to announce the State’s
purchase of six hundred acres from the McCandless estate and issued long-term leases to
the valley’s tenants (Goodyear-Ka‛Ōpua, A Nation 71). Although small, these victories
provided an avenue for the Kānaka Maoli to reveal their histories and their sufferings
under the American flag. It also demonstrated that as long as the United States occupied
Hawai’i, the anti-American sentiment remained.

Phase III: The Apology Resolution, 1993
At the one-hundredth anniversary of the overthrow, sovereignty organizations
such as the Ka Lāhui Hawa‛i assembled a rally on January 1993 with over 15,000
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attendees participating in the event (Goodyear-Ka‛Ōpua, A Nation 125). Their sentiments
remained the same. The United States is still an occupier force, the suppressor of Kānaka
Maoli history, and their struggle “to end what is considered, in international law, a
prolonged military occupation” (Goodyear Ka‛Ōpua, Hawai‛i 58) continues. During this
rally, sovereignty activist, Dr. Haunani-Kay Trask reminded the audience who they are as
a people. In her speech, she spoke with conviction, “We are not American! We are not
American! We will die as Hawaiians! We will never be Americans” (Trask qtd. In
Goodyear-Ka‛Ōpua, A Nation 36). While Dr. Trask asserts her identity as a Hawaiian
citizen rather than an American, the undeniable and disgusting truth is that the Kānaka
Maoli will continue to be Americans unless the United States releases its hold on
Hawai‛i. Nevertheless, this demonstration in Honolulu on the centennial anniversary of
the overthrow brought the Kānaka Maoli’s ongoing struggle for sovereignty and their
history told in their viewpoint into focus. However, the subject of the illegal takeover and
the continued occupation needed to be acknowledged or addressed by the United States.
Finally, in November 1993, the acknowledgement of the United States’ wrongful
involvement in the overthrow came in the form of Public Law 103-150. It publicly
acknowledged the United States participation in the overthrow, but the resolution did
nothing to provide reparations to the Kānaka Maoli. A disclosure in the Resolution states,
“Nothing in this Joint Resolution is intended to serve as settlement of any claims against
the United States (USPL 103-150). While the United States government apologized, it
did not return the powers of government or lands to the Kānaka Maoli (GoodyearKa‛Ōpua, A Nation 37). Twenty-four years after the apology, Hawai‛i, which is a part of
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the United States, but their narrative is still not widely included in mainstream United
States history. Shannon Speed, a professor and journalist for Huffington post wrote, “My
students are usually quite surprised that they have been provided a whitewashed version
of history ... They feel lied to. Omission of the truth is, in fact, a form of lying” (1).
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CHAPTER 7
KĀNAKA MAOLI INJURIES AND PERSPECTIVE
Perspective
While the United States apologized for their involvement in the overthrow, the
Kānaka Maoli perspective remained the same; a denied history meant a denied identity.
Jonathan Kamakawiwo‛ole Osorio wrote, “Identity is no small matter for us” (376). Who
they are is everything to them. At the hands of the white-Americans, they have suffered.
In the late twentieth and twenty-first centuries, their way of life evolved from a
communal society (discussed in Chapter 3) into a combatant, resisting American
colonialism through the preservation of their culture and whatever modicum of land they
have through protests and court battles. Their fight in preserving who they are shows
resiliency, an unwillingness to vanish and to show the United States and the world who
they are. In modern-day Hawai‛i, their struggle begins in the classroom where the
younger generation of Kānaka Maoli are educated on their ancestry, language, and
history. Their fight is in the courtrooms and in the media as they protest Hollywood’s
version of Hawai‛i without the indigenous people.
The history of the relationship between the United States and the Kingdom of
Hawai‛i nor the adverse effects on the islands and the people are not widely known and
documented by the United States. While there is a small percentage of people who know
a small among of history and the native struggle, there are “many ignorant people
comment flippantly that Kānaka Maoli have done nothing overtime to show their
displeasure at their current circumstance. In reality, this is more an indication of the lack
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of publicity given to our protests” (Goodyear-Ka‛Ōpua, A Nation 124). These ignorant
comments are the very reason that the Kānaka Maoli narrative needed to be included in
mainstream United States history as well as world history.

Diminishing Hawaiianess
One of the many injuries that American imperialism brought to the Hawaiian
Islands is the suppression of national and cultural identity of the Kānaka Maoli. It was
achieved through the act of annexation and statehood that forced the Kānaka Maoli to
become American citizens. Noelani Goodyear-Ka‛Ōpua wrote,
The onset of prolonged US occupation that began in 1898 abruptly halted the
growth of Hawaiian national life. Control of the national land base was wrested
from the Hawaiian Kingdom. The Hawaiian language was also banned and for the
most of the 20th century, Hawai‛i did not have a single school that made the
Native Hawaiian language or culture central to its curriculum. (Hawai‛i 59)
To further diminish Hawai‛i’s identity as Hawaiian, the landscape became littered
with high-rises, condominiums, and hotels. To make room for more of American in
Hawai‛i, the rights and identities of the kupuna were diminished also. GoodyearKa‛Ōpua argues,
The new normalized American social order and economy requires Hawaiians to
assimilate or disappear. One common form of the vanishing Hawaiian is
evidenced by the ongoing mass desecration of Hawaiian graves ... “Hawaiians, we
can get evicted from our homeland even when we’re under the ground.” And
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these kupuna (elders) are typically removed to make way for golf courses, resorts,
vacation homes, or military expansion. (A Nation 58)
Throughout the islands, evidence of desecrations of Hawaiian graves, especially
in the main island of O‛ahu where the ‛āina is under constant development. At the
parking ramp of a Walmart Superstore on Ke‛amoku Street in Honolulu, the remains of
iwi kupuna (ancestors) were dug up and locked up in a trailer under the parking ramp
(Song 1). Other desecrations of unmarked graves include the construction of Ward
Village Shops, and most recently, a construction site at Pacific Beach Hotel (Mendoza 1).
While American capitalism disturbs and destroys unmarked Hawaiian graves, the
government ran by the Provisional Government and later the Territory of Hawai‛i under
the United States government destroyed the most important aspect of being Kanaka
Maoli. They destroyed the language. “The loss of the Hawaiian languages as legitimate
form of expression was an equally debilitating strike. The provisional government, the
Republic of Hawai‛i each had a hand in removing the Hawaiian language from the public
and even private settings” (Beamer 223). The removal of ‛ōlelo Hawai‛i affected all
aspects of the Hawaiian national life and government as English became the medium of
instruction in all schools and the qualification of known ‛ōlelo Hawai‛i to become a
representative in government was removed by Lorrin Thurston (Beamer 224; Silva 157).
This is one of the ways that the colonizer can diminish one’s national identity and force
them into assimilation. Shamed and ridiculed for speaking the language, Kānaka Maoli
parents did not teach the language to their children.
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One of the best ways to disempower a people is to burrow into their minds,
infecting and incapacitating them at every level of consciousness while
simultaneously stripping them of their language—thereby erasing their historical
memory and undermining their traditional knowledge systems. To add insult to
injury, the colonizing suppresses any meaningful use of the native language.
(Goodyear-Ka‛Ōpua, A Nation 102)
By removing the last vestige of Hawaiian culture and replacing it with English, the
United States succeeded in supplanting the Kānaka Maoli’s national identity to
American. It is only in recent years that the Kānaka Maoli began to re-learn their
language in response to resisting further colonization and learn their histories through the
Hawaiian language newspapers of old.

Poverty and Cultural Prostitution
The loss of the ‛āina is one of the major issues in Kānaka Maoli history. While
many of the losses began during Kamehameha III’s reign with the Great Māhele, modern
day deprivation of the ‛āina is a debilitating strike. The loss is perpetuated in the real
estate industry and military expansion. Coupled with high unemployment rates, many
Kānaka Maoli became homeless or are in the verge of homelessness. While Americans
and tourists believe that Hawai‛i is paradise, it is anything but for the Kānaka Maoli as
they struggle to survive in their homeland. In 2003, Hawai‛i was inundated with new
military personnel and the existing residences were not enough to hold them. According
to Goodyear-Ka‛Ōpua, “the Department took over the rental market by allocating rental
stipends of up to $1,300 per month to personnel willing to live off base (that number is
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$2,000 and higher now). That meant that apartments were $700 a month, already
competitive in a tiny housing market, skyrocketed to $1,300 overnight ... In Wai‛anea,
where the poverty rate is already high than on the rest of O‛ahu, the alternative was to
live on the beach” (Goodyear-Ka‛Ōpua, A Nation 200). The untold stories of the Kānaka
Maoli’s plight in modern-day Hawai‛i, such the one of Marie Beltran and her family were
uncovered and compiled by Kānaka Maoli historians and activists. The Beltrans, once
renters have struggled to get by on what they earned became homeless after they became
unemployed (Goodyear-Ka‛Ōpua, A Nation 59). This is the problem that the Kānaka
Maoli face. Jobs are hard to come by, and if they did, the pay was minimal. According to
the 2005 Native Hawaiian Educational Assessment compiled by the Policy Analysis and
System Evaluation at Kamehameha Schools, 9.8 percent of the Kānaka Maoli were
unemployed in 2000 and underrepresented in higher-wage jobs. Data states that only 22.8
percent were unemployed in professional positions (345).
While access to affordable housing is a significant problem in Hawai‛i, tourism
which is the main and top source of economic revenue for the State of Hawai‛i is also a
contributing factor to the problems facing the Kānaka Maoli. Tourism changes and
exploits the indigenous culture to sell Hawai‛i. This is what Dr. Haunani-Kay Trask calls
“cultural prostitution.” She states that prostitution of culture refers to an institution that
defines a culture as an object of degraded status in exchange for monetary gain (140).
The Kānaka Maoli culture is exploited or prostituted by big businesses to sell Hawai‛i to
the tourist. Trask also states that the Kānaka Maoli have no control over the tourist
industry and argues that it debases the sacred art of hula in which “dancers wear
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clownlike makeup, don costumes from a mix of Polynesian cultures, and behave in a
manner that is smutty and salacious ... The purpose is entertainment for profit rather than
a joyful and truly Hawaiian celebration of human and divine nature” (144). The
aforementioned is what she states as an example of cultural prostitution. The industry
took a sacred, cultural dance, a medium in which histories and genealogies are passed
down from generations to generations and turned it into a dance that is not entirely
Hawaiian. In the end, tourists depart the island with an inaccurate picture of Kānaka
Maoli culture.
It is not just through the debasement of hula that cultural prostitution is present. It
is also the overuse of the world, aloha, to sell material goods that range from foods, cars,
plumbing, tours, and lodging. Hollywood also capitalizes on Kānaka Maoli culture by
releasing films such as Elvis Presley’s Blue Hawaii. In the movie, he sings “Aloha ‛Oe,”
a song “composed by Queen Lili‛uokalani herself just as her rule and her country were
being ‘blotted out’” (Harvey 11). To the non-native listener, Elvis Presley’s version
might mean nothing more than just a love song, but to the Kānaka Maoli, Aloha ‛Oe
means more than that. The song is political. It is song composed by Queen Lilu‛uokalani
during her imprisonment. It is a farewell to the country she loved and hoped to be
reunited. As Hawai‛i continues to be commercialized and her culture used as a business
commodity, tourists who had come to the islands depart with a fragment of what they
believe is Kānaka Maoli culture. The truth is, “when they leave, tourists have learned
nothing of our people or our place. They have not listened to the land nor have they heard
her signing” (Trask 61).
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What most people have experienced when coming to Hawai’i was the prepackaged image created by the tourist industry. For those who have not visited Hawai’i,
what they know about the islands stems from Hollywood’s version and not the real
Hawai’i where the Kanaka Maoli are marginalized and endure sufferings caused by
American colonialism.
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CHAPTER 8
FREE HAWAI‛I: THE FUTURE OF
MO‛OLELO HAWAI‛I
Ronald Takaki, the author of A Different Mirror, stated that the United States’
diverse ethnic groups need to develop a greater understanding of each other and a way to
achieve this is to learn about the narratives of other cultures (6). Mo‛olelo Hawai‛i
(Hawaiian history) is not known or is widely understood while other ethnic groups of the
Mainland are documented and discussed, Hawai‛i is not. The revival of Hawaiian
Renaissance of the 1970s, which continues today is the future of mo‛olelo Hawai‛i. For
over a century, tensions on the islands continued to escalate as more sacred lands are
taken through militarization, commercialization, and industrialization since the cultural
and historical value of the ‛āina is not widely understood by the developers and
politicians who have no genealogical ties to the islands. The author experienced these
tensions during the time in Hawai‛i.
During the author’s visit to the island of Maui in 2013, she snapped a photograph
of the Kānaka Maoli’s attempt to educate the public of their history, by claiming property
on Ho‛okipa Beach Park through the Apology Resolution (see Figure 4). This protest
demonstrates their determination in reclaiming their histories and the ‛āina. As the
Kānaka Maoli endeavor to expel the United States out of their lands, one recourse for the
island-nation is to continue to protect and energize their way of life through the
cultivation and consumption of ancestral foods such as taro, speaking their native
language, and renewing their relationship with each other through traditions (Goodyear-
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Ka‛Ōpua, A Nation 29). By doing this, they educate the younger generation of Kānaka
Maoli of their identity in the American construct, and in turn, the new generation would
pass on their knowledge to future generations, preventing the obliteration of their
histories.

Figure 4. Photograph of Kānaka Maoli protest at Ho‛okipa Beach Park, 2013.
Photographed by the author of this thesis.
Despite the fact that the economic status of the Kānaka Maoli is disparaging, they
are a resilient group of people that withstood diseases that decimated their population, the
overthrow of their government and sovereign queen, the abolishment of their culture,
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language, and history. They draw their strength from their past, their kupuna who
endeavored to resist American colonialism, and who they are as Kānaka Maoli in
modern-day Hawai‛i. It is their past that gives them strength to fight the continued
desecration of the ‛āina and to educate the world of their history and heritage.
Although a Native Hawaiian Studies curriculum that documents and discusses
mo‛olelo Hawai‛i exists, it is only offered in the islands. Since Hawai‛i is still tethered to
the United States and it seems unlikely the United States government would relinquish its
hold on Hawai‛i, it is only logical for mo‛olelo Hawai‛i to be included in American
history. By including Hawai‛i and the truth on how the islands were acquired by the
United States as well as the ongoing struggle of the Kānaka Maoli, instead of the whitewashed version is a step in repairing a broken and almost non-existent relationship
between the Kānaka Maoli and the United States government. Furthermore, the inclusion
of Hawai‛i’s history provides students a clear understanding of United States history.
Shannon Speed wrote, “These are historical facts. These events and dynamics shaped our
country. And they should be taught to our students. Providing our students with a strictly
‘positive’ version of U.S. history does not produce proud Americans. Nor does teaching
the difficult truth of our country’s history necessarily produce citizens that are not
patriotic” (1). United States Mainland students know about the Alamo, the Natives and
Pilgrims, the Trail of Tears, Custer’s Last Stand, and so on. Why should Hawai‛i be
omitted from history or written in the eyes of an Anglo-American historian?
In the islands, there is a rising consciousness, which is felt not just by the Kānaka
Maoli, but also some non-natives and haole who believe that an injustice was committed
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and declared themselves Hawaiian Nationals by joining the sovereignty movement
(Beamer 228). By offering mo‛olelo Hawai‛i in the islands, those of non-native descent
living in the Hawai‛i had the opportunity to understand and respect the history of the
people and the land of which they live. However, there are some that might claim the
anti-American sentiment would have decreased over time, but that is not the case. These
types of comments are rooted in ignorance since they are not made aware of the history
of Hawai‛i. In his book, A Different Mirror, Ronald Takaki quotes University of
Wisconsin chancellor, Donna Shalala in which she states, “every student needs to know
... much more about the origins and history of the particular cultures which, as
Americans, we will encounter during our lives” (6). Takaki also points out, there are
educators who believe that “multiculturalism has an intellectual purpose: a more
inclusive curriculum is also a more accurate one” (6). By including mo‛olelo Hawai‛i into
United States history curriculums throughout the Mainland, it provides not only an
accurate view of Hawai‛i and her people instead of what Hollywood and the Tourist
Industry portrays, but also presents a precise account of United States history.
The Kānaka Maoli continue to endure the sufferings in their homeland brought by
American western expansion, they are hopeful that they would be free and their mo‛olelo
documented and taught in the United States history and possibly the rest of the world,
they will continue to be a resilient and hopeful group of people. Noenoe K. Silva wrote:
We Kānaka Maoli have now suffered more than one hundred years of nearly total
U.S. hegemony: of being made into a minority without voting power in our own
land; of being excluded and marginalized in important institutions, such as higher
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education; of being drafted to fight the U.S wars in foreign lands; of fighting for
scraps of entitlements to housing, education, and health care funding; of watching
our language nearly become extinct; of watching the poorest be evicted from their
tents on the sand; and of experiencing psychic confusion of being raised ignorant
of the mo‛olelo, ‘ōlelo, and culture of our own grandparents. But as the po‛e aloha
‛āina said on August 13, 1898, he oia mau no kākou: we endure. (Silva 213)
No matter the outcome of their current economic circumstance and their mo‛olelo,
the Kānaka Maoli will never forget and they will always endure.
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GLOSSARY
aha ali‛i

council of chiefs, composed of the differently ranked ali‛i
according to their genealogy.

ahupua‛a

Land division which usually extends from uplands to the sea.

‛āina

Land or earth.

akua

God.

ali‛i

Chiefs and the hereditary line of rulers.

‛aumakua

Ancestral spirit.

hānai

Adoption, adopted.

haole

Foreign. This term is not derogatory, nor did the Kanaka Maoli
make the term into a negative racial slur. This term was used to
describe someone different or originating outside of Hawai’i,
which was uncommon until the arrival of the Western world.

heiau

Temple.

iwi kupuna

Ancestors.

kāhuna

Priests.

kāhuna nui

High priests.

Kālaimoku

Chief Minister to the mō‛ī.

Kānaka Maoli

Native Hawaiian(s) who have a genealogical connection with the
Hawaiian Islands. They are sometimes called ‘ōiwi.

kapu

Forbidden, sacred. Kapu is also a set of absolute sacred laws that
regulated Kānaka Maoli life prior to the arrival of the American
Missionaries.

kupuna

Elders.

maka‛āinana

Commoners.
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mana

Power.

mō‛ī

Supreme ruler, king. Each island had a mō‛ī until Kamehameha the
Great

mō‛ī wahine

Queen. This title was given to Lili‛uokalani when she succeeded
her brother as the next monarch in 1891.

mo‛olelo Hawai‛i

Hawaiian history.

‛ōlelo Hawai‛i

Hawaiian language.
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APPENDIX C

Hawaiian Social Hierarchy Diagram
Diagram 1
Hawaiian Social Hierarchy Breakdown

Source: Developed by the author of this thesis.

